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Lee Waisler
About Faces
Until March 13

For his second solo exhibition in Hong Kong, California-based American painter Lee Waisler presents a series of moving portraits of historical and contemporary figures. Having practiced abstraction for decades, Waisler returned to figuration full-force six years ago, making what he calls “dimensional portraits,” combining strips of wood and blocks of color to create finely nuanced faces and figures. In this latest series, he presents a global group of iconic individuals - Albert Einstein, Indira Gandhi, and Marilyn Monroe, among them - all of whom have played an important role in shaping the modern world.
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Fragile-Villeroy & Boch by Kim Joon, Digital print, 120 x 210 cm, 2010

Virginia Wolf by Lee Waisler, Acrylic on wood on canvas, 72 x 72 inches, 2009